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A youngster's guide to the Rosary, with each mystery keyed to scripture to show how the Rosary is

not centered around Mary, but leads us, through Mary, to Jesus; includes illustrations and full

prayers for how to pray the Rosary. Ages 5 to 9
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I bought this book for my young nieces for a baptism gift. It's a great introduction to the rosary for

children. It does an excellent job explaining the mysteries and helping young people understand

how to meditate on the mysteries. It was even helpful to me. The only issue I had with it was that it

did not include all of the prayers of the rosary. There was no "Oh my Jesus", Hail Holy Queen, or

the closing prayer that begins "let us pray-Oh God, whose only begotten son, through His life,

death, and resurrection..." I had to include a pamphlet on how to pray the rosary along with my

gift.Having said that, this is definitely a well-written book that does an excellent job explaining the

mysteries of the rosary to children.

Hands down, this book was the most well written I have ever come across for young people. Even

though it suggests the best ages of readers is 4 to 8, I have no problem reading it to my 8th grade

Catechism class as well. Our younger generation is no longer satisfied with having "blind faith".

They want more explanations in terms they can understand. I initially ordered this book for my



young niece and nephew, but I will order more and plan to have them on hand all the time. After

seeing this one, I will also be ordering the complete collection. God Bless you, Elizabeth Ficocelli

and Anne Catharine Blake!

I loved it at first sight, and my granddaughter expressed the same sentiments. One must be a child

at heart, I guess, and this book was refreshing to me as a grandparent. It makes the point without

beating anyone over the head.

We love this book and use it every night to pray a decade of the rosary. It is great but includes no

mention of the Hail Holy Queen. I don't know why and find it a bit strange. If the authors included the

final prayer it would be perfect.

This book includes the Luminous Mysteries and is presented in a most appealing way through the

illustrations.Even if the young ones don't have the staying power yet to work their way prayerfully

through the rosary,this book is a great introduction.

Does a really good job of going over the Mysteries in an easy to understand format for kids. I wish

there was a little more instruction for parents on actually teaching the rosary. Other than that I

thought it was a good reference.

I purchased this book along with a set of rosary beads for my nephews first holy communion. It was

easy to read & explained how to pray with rosary beads along with different prayers. It was a really

nice book & made a nice gift.

This book is perfect for doing the Rosary with children, the pictures are big and beautiful. It also has

a couple of sentences of text to read aloud to your child. It's just enough text to describe the mystery

with out too much to bore them. PERFECT!
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